We continue our cycle of monthly messages for 2018 with the message from January
1, 2010 for our prayer groups and personal reflection.
January 1, 2010
Jesus
There are many different ways to communicate love. One of the ways that I
communicate love to My apostles is through My constant presence. I am in each
moment, in each day, offering you My heavenly companionship. I offer you a constant
stream of love which heals and reassures, which steadies and directs. When allowed, I
can help an apostle to adjust his viewpoint to My viewpoint, which is very different
from the viewpoint of one who has either forgotten about My presence or rejected My
companionship. With this viewpoint comes calm purpose. The days flow past, one by
one, and My will flows through each one of you who has accepted My presence. You
often do not see big changes through your service. Perhaps you wonder if your
cooperation is helpful at all. I assure you today, that if you were to reject Me tomorrow,
My kingdom would suffer. Without you, I would have one less home for My great love
on earth. Each time I use you to love another, I feel gratitude. My gratitude is a force
for change in the lives of those around you. You are gaining graces that only Heaven
can understand. Only Heaven can see how an action of grace is stored in waiting. This
grace surrounds each person you intercede for and at a moment when it is possible,
meaning that Heaven sees the opening, that grace is utilised to protect and advance the
person. Dear apostle, serving so steadily, leave all of your difficulties to Me. Abandon
yourself to My providence completely. Serve with discipline in this moment and I will
care for your loved ones. I am using you for the purpose of love and I want to use you
even more fully. When you become discouraged, please sit with Me and I will help you
to grasp the limited nature of your vision. Concentrate on My will for your day.
Concentrate on remaining in the present, connected to your service in each moment.
Avoid being trapped by the past and avoid being drawn into a future on earth which
may not include you. You do not know when I will come for you. But I am with you
now, as you read these words, and I have work for you today. Look, together with Me,
at what I am asking of you and together we will be a successful force for love. I crave
love from you. When you trust Me and reject fear, I am delighted. Calm, steady service
is what I require from My beloved apostles who seek to serve Me. Be at peace. I am
with you.
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